	
  
	
  
	
  

	
  
	
  

Samantha Cawson
Paper Conservation Portfolio

The Conservation of a 19th Century Portfolio Containing Collotype Prints: Overview
This project outlines the conservation treatment of a late
19th century portfolio containing thirteen prints
replicating original drawings of antiquities. The portfolio
is by Federico Halbherr, (1857-1930) an Italian
archaeologist and epigrapher known for his excavations
of Crete, and Paolo Orsi (1859 – 1935) an Italian
archaeologist and classicist.
The portfolio is part of the Freud Museum Collection
and is currently stored in Freud’s study within the house.
The collotype prints vary in colour and are printed on
thick wove paper, which is in relatively good condition
as the portfolio boards have acted as protection.
Under close observation and the use of a
stereomicroscope the prints were identified as
photomechanical collotypes. The collotype print is a
screenless photomechanical process that allows for high
quality prints, which could be used on almost any type
of paper. Especially useful in this case, the collotype
print produced excellent reproductions, manufacturing
large amounts at relatively low costs. The process used
heat and cold-water dichromate-sensitized gelatin, which
reticulates, creating the characteristic cracked surface
pattern.

The Portfolio Before Treatment
	
  

A Print Before Treatment
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The Conservation of a 19th Century Portfolio Containing Collotype Prints: Condition Report

§

The portfolio boards have become detached due
to the degradation of the linen Spine. Some
remaining linen is still attached from the top of
the recto portfolio board.

§

The boards are in generally good condition.
However the recto and verso boards have
suffered damage to all eight corners. The linen,
which covers the corners, has degraded and the
adhesive is failing. The paper that covers the
boards is flaking around the edges.

§

The recto board has two accretions, areas of
abrasion and mottled blistering.

§

§
§

The top right hand corner of both recto and verso
boards are completely lost, whilst the bottom
right hand recto and verso corners are severely
dog-eared with small losses. The left hand corners
of both recto and verso boards also have small
losses, and the board layers are delaminating.
The pastedowns are brittle, discoloured, and
lifting from the surface.
The twelve linen ties on the recto and verso
boards, which would usually have kept the
portfolio securely closed have degraded
extensively, only one remains in tact, but it is
weak.

§

§

Collotypes do not have any particular
conservation problems, and are not prone to
fading. The stability of the collotype is dependent
on the paper it is printed on, which in this case is
relatively stable.
Because of the current detached format of the
portfolio boards the edges and corners of the
prints have suffered due to movement. As a
consequence the majority of the prints are
creased, the corners are dog-eared and the edges
have small tears, acidic burn and surface dirt.
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The Conservation of a 19th Century Portfolio Containing Collotype Prints: Board Treatment

§

§

§

	
  

Both boards were mechanically surfaced
cleaned using a hake brush and chemical
sponge.
To ensure safe handling during the
treatment process and to prevent further
losses, flaking edges of the boards were
consolidated using a 25% wheat starch
paste.
There were two accretions on the front
board that were tackled with a small
spatula to remove. There was success
with one accretion, however the second
one was more stubborn. This accretion
was decreased using a blunt scalpel
blade.

§

§

§

To strenghten the dogeared corner, the crease
was locally split open using a thin spatula,
which would allow Tengujo 11gsm tissue
splints to be inserted and adhered into place
using EVA.
Losses in the corner were infilled with
Tengujo 11gsm tissue and a 25% wheat
starch paste and then finished by covering the
repair with toned Tonosawa 27gsm tissue.
Lost corners were rebuilt by locally splitting
and inserting manila board to create a skeletal
structure. Next Kawanaka 29gsm and
Tonosawa 27gsm tissues were layered using
a 25% wheat starch paste. Tengujo 5gsm
tissue was then manipulated using a small
brush and 25% wheat starch paste to create
an even surface. To finish, the repair was
covered with toned Tosa Shoji 40gsm tissue.

§

§

§

To preserve and strengthen the remaining
linen ties a treatment of light humidification
between bondina, moist blotters, and weight
was implemented to unravel the twisted
textile. The introduction of moisture can
result in linen becoming stronger due to the
reformation of hydrogen bonds and reduction
of internal stresses.
A new spine was created by inserting a toned
piece of aerolinen beneath the edges of
existing cloth using EVA adhesive.
In order to maintain the integrity of the object
the original cloth that had been preserved was
adhered back into place using a 20% wheat
starch paste,
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The Conservation of a 19th Century Portfolio Containing Collotype Prints: Paper Treatment

§

§

	
  

All thirteen prints were mechanically surface
cleaned on the recto and verso, firstly by using
a hake brush and then by chemical sponge.
Particular care was taken over the printed
media when using a chemical sponge and a
light dabbing motion was adopted to reduce
movement of the media. A few of the prints had
dog-eared corners and small tears and folds, to
reach these delicate areas a small paintbrush
and cotton wool bud was employed.
Using a 00 paint brush, water and a small piece
of blotter all prints were tested for media
solubility. The literature suggests that collotype
prints are stable and in this case the media
solubility results proved this to be the case.
Additionally wettability tests were conducted,
which found the prints to wet quickly and
easily.

§

§
§

The prints were lightly humidified using the
spray technique and placed onto bondina that
was slightly larger than the print to assist
with handling. During the humidification
process a pH test was conducted using a pH
indicator strip. The test concluded that the
prints were not acidic and the pH did not
need to be raised.
The prints were immersed in a warm 35 C
bath of water for 30 minutes.
Due to the large quantity, size and thickness
the drying and pressing of the prints was
difficult to manage, and it was unadvisable to
leave the prints to dry over a long of period
time without supervision in case of mould
outbreak. It was decided to let the prints air
dry on a drying rack. Once the prints were
dry they were lightly rehumidified and
pressed between bondina, blotter and heavy
boards for five days.

§

§

§

The prints were in a stable condition after
the washing treatment, however many had
tears and some small missing areas.
The tears were set into place using a 20%
wheat starch paste. Tengujo 11gsm was
chosen to repair the tears, which would be
aesthetically pleasing and provide stability.
Losses were infilled using toned Tosa Shoji
40gsm tissue on a light box. The infills were
toned slightly lighter than the original object
to be aesthetically pleasing yet noticeable as
a repair. The repairs were sandwiched
between bondina, blotter, and weights to
press before being trimmed down using a
10A scalpel blade.
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The Conservation of a 19th Century Portfolio Containing Collotype Prints: Treatment Results

§

§

The Portfolio After Treatment
	
  

A Print After Treatment

The conservation work undertaken has enabled the
portfolio to function without the threat of further
deterioration, whilst retaining the original charm
and historic value of the object.
A bespoke four-flap enclosure made from brown
archival boxboard has been created, which is lined
with plastazote around the edges to assist with
handling and to prevent damage to the sides of the
object. The portfolio should be viewed from within
the enclosure, which shall prevent handling damage
and save space when viewing.

Bespoke enclosure with Tyvek and
polystyrene protection.
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The Children’s Society Archive: Unexplored Riches in Medical History Project

§

§

§

	
  

I delivered preservation and conservation
services designed to make the collection
available to a diverse range of stakeholders
as part of the Unexplored Riches in Medical
History Project, which was funded by the
Wellcome Trust.
This project involved working within a small
conservation team to provide both advice and
the
practical
implementation
of
a
preservation programme for The Children’s
Society’s children’s case files (late C19 –
early C20) and other related archival
material.
This position also required me to update
information about the condition of these
records into the Archive database using
CALM software

§

§

§

The children’s case files include a variety
of archival material including letters,
documents,
photographs,
postcards,
parchment and tracing paper, which are
tightly wrapped within a small envelope.
The condition of the case files is poor due
to unsuitable storage and environmental
conditions. Many documents are very
brittle with a significant amount of surface
dirt, creases, splits, losses, mould, and
acidic burn.
To preserve as much of the archival
material as possible, team members were
given specific tasks such as mechanical
surface cleaning, humidification, repairs or
rehousing in sequence,
in order to
conserve multiple case files at once.

§

§

§

§

Some objects were held together with
pressure
sensitive
tape,
metal
pins/paperclips or secured together with a
rubber band. These were removed before
treatment.
Due to time and funding constraints this
project was fast paced and objects were
preserved and conserved for archival
purposes.
Mass humidification using ultrasonic
vapour was followed by repairs using
tengujo 11 gsm tissue and rice starch paste.	
  
Objects were pressed and then rehoused in
historical order (how they were found
within the case file envelope) within acid	
  
free archival folders and boxes. Objects
such as photographs or fragile items were
also placed in melinex sleeves to provide
extra stability.	
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QEST and Zibby Garnett Travelling Fellowship Sponsored Internship: Teylers Museum
§

§
§

§

	
  

The Queen Elizabeth Scholarship Trust and Zibby
Garnett Travelling Fellowship sponsored me to
intern for one month at the Teylers Museum in
Haarlem, Netherlands.
My aim for the internship was to expand my
knowledge of exhibition conservation.
For one month I worked under the guidance of head
paper conservator Robien van Guilk; assiting her
with various aspects of the Teylers museum work,
but mainly focussing on the conservation of loans
and exhibition material.
As a personal project I conserved, mounted and
framed the new acquisitions objects for display.
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QEST and Zibby Garnett Travelling Fellowship Sponsored Internship: Teylers Museum

§

§

§

§

	
  

I undertook research of four Blanche
Douglas Hamilton Charcoal/black chalk
drawings in order to create a personal
reference library to better distinguish
damage, technique, and artistic integrity.
I documented the objects using a
camera,
drawings,
and
written
descriptions.
I created a thorough condition report of
the drawings and used Applebaum’s
guidelines of value to create a treatment
proposal of each object.
I removed old mounts and backing
boards, as well performing paper repairs.

§

§

§

For storage and future safe handing I
created false margins in a variety of
styles, hinged the objects and created
new mounts on a wall mounted mount
cutter.
Teylers Museum loan a lot of work to
other museums and galleries and on a
daily basis objects arrived back at the
museum. I was in charge of removing
these objects from frames; undertaking
a condition report, rehinging the
objects, and putting them back into
their original mounts.
Additionally objects were loaned to us
for upcoming exhibitions; they also
needed to be condition checked and
fully documented.

§

As a personal project, I was put in
charge of the new Acquisitions wall
within the museum. I chose three objects
for display by the artist; Jacobus van
Looy, and created false margins, hinges,
and mounts for their display.

§

Side line projects included: pest and
environmental monitoring, assisting with
the vacuuming of the library books,
making wheat starch and methyl
cellulose paste and preparing Japanese
tissue strips for hinges and false
margins.
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Short Course at West Dean College: Conservation of Photographs with Susie Clark

§

The history of photography was discussed,
including, early inventors, processes and
chemical manufacture.

§

Description of the processes and
photographic materials, which have been
commonly used, and how to recognise
them.

§

§

	
  

I examined the problems caused by
different processes and the appropriate
methods
and
materials
for
their
conservation and care.
Photographic formats, housing and cases
were discussed.

§

§

§

Included an opportunity to look at practical
examples of individual processes, their
characteristics,
identification,
and
deterioration,
with
lectures
and
demonstrations of conservation techniques.
The chemistry behind manufacture and
deterioration was covered including:
tarnishing, weeping glass, redox spots, and
the deterioration of silver.
Undertook a range of practical activities
including, testing for gelatine, glass
repairs, and adhesion of lanternslides.

	
  

§

Methylcellulose and silver safe paper strips
were used to re-adhere two pieces of
lantern side glass.

§

An Epoxy Resin was applied to broken
glass using a 15 scalpel blade to re-adhere
daguerreotypes.

§

Cerium oxide, deionised water, and a
lintless cotton polishing cloth were used to
clean glass.

§

Storage, environment and surveying issues
were discussed and material to avoid and
use for preservation.
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